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Notes

! Simplified and consolidated data entry

* all site and remedy data	  entry is consolidated in one workbook

* drop-‐down menus expanded for ease of selecEng inputs

! Increased flexibility for user-‐specific inputs	  

* user overrides added for fuel usage rates

* capacity increased for user-‐defined footprint	  conversion factors

! Graphical outputs	  in chart format

* bar charts and pie charts for results in energy usage and air emissions

* automaEcally populated

! Notes	  and instruc;ons	  for all key features	  

* notes and instrucEons expanded and placed on new tabs in the excel workbooks

* abbreviated reminders and notes remain in the data	  entry tabs

! Calculator for groundwater well	  construc;on

Terminology and labels have also been updated for clarity and consistency.
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Notes

!To move from the larger footprint	  (before) to the smaller footprint	  (a6er), you will
likely go through the following steps:

* IdenEfy Areas for ReducEon

* Apply BMPs

* Achieve Footprint	  ReducEon

!If you choose to do a footprint	  analysis, it	  would be most	  beneficial before you
idenEfy areas for reducEon.

!EPA’s Footprint	  Methodology and SEFA can help you with the footprint	  analysis.
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Notes

These seven steps are described in detail in EPA’s Footprint	  Methodology.

!Step 1. The project	  manager should establish the goals and scope of the footprint	  
analysis to ensure that	  the quesEons of interest	  for the site and remedy are addressed.
This is an important	  step, because the design of the footprint	  analysis will depend on
the goals and scope. SEFA does not	  help with Step 1.

!Step 2. The project	  manager (or contractors or in-‐house experts conducEng the
footprint	  analysis) will gather the data	  required for the analysis. SEFA does not	  help
with Step 2.

!Steps 3, 4, and 5. These are the “number crunching” steps of the Footprint	  
Methodology. SEFA is designed to assist	  with Steps 3, 4, and 5.

!Step 6. The project	  manager should prepare a qualitaEve descripEon of affected
ecosystem services. SEFA does not	  help with Step 6

!Step 7. SEFA provides the numerical results of the analysis, but	  in Step 7 it	  will be up
to the project	  manager to present	  and interpret	  the results.
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Notes

!This is a screen shot	  of the tab in the Main Workbook where the user sets up the
basic structure of the footprint	  analysis.

!There is also space at	  the boGom of the worksheet	  for adding a narraEve
descripEon of the Site and Remedy.
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Notes

!The way in which you set	  up the Remedy Components will depend on the goals and
scope of the footprint	  analysis.

!For example:

* Different stages	  of the remedy. You may have quesEons about	  how the
footprints for the various stages of the remedy differ from one another
(illustrated here for a dig & haul remedy).

* Alterna;ve remedy designs. You may want	  to compare permutaEons of
the same basic remedy (illustrated here for a pump & treat	  remedy).

* Specific remedy ac;vi;es. You may want	  to consolidate all similar acEviEes
into key groups such (illustrated here for fuel usage, waste management, etc.)

* Separate years	  in the remedy. You may want	  to track the footprint	  for each
year of the remedy (illustrated here for a bioremediaEon remedy).

!The user should establish the goals and scope of the footprint	  analysis in advance,
and then set	  up the Remedy Components to reflect	  the goals and scope.
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Notes

!This is a screen shot	  of the main data	  entry tab in the Input	  Workbook where the
user enters specific informaEon about	  the remedy.
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Notes

!The number of tabs you make and what	  acEviEes you use them for will depend on
the goals and scope of the footprint	  analysis.
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Notes

!This illustrates the conceptual approach to organizing the Remedy Components
and the data	  entry tabs.

!SEFA is set	  up with default	  names for the Remedy Components (Main Workbook),
and a single Input	  Template tab (Input	  Workbook).

!In this schemaEc representaEon:

* Four of the Remedy Components have been named by the user.

* Data	  entry tabs have been made for nine separate acEviEes.

* Each of the acEviEes is associated with the one of the Remedy Components.

!This allows flexibility for the user to subdivide the Remedy Components, if that	  is
useful for the goals of the footprint	  analysis.
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Notes

!Reminder: this is data	  entry worksheet	  where the majority of the remedy
informaEon is entered.
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Notes

!This is a screen shot	  of the Input	  Summary tab in the Input	  Workbook.

!A maximum of 14 data	  entry tabs can be compiled at	  one Eme on this tab.
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Notes

!This is a screen shot	  of one of the tabs in the CalculaEons Workbook which receives
the results of the Input	  Workbook. This is where the footprint	  calculaEons are made.

!There is a calculaEons tab for each Remedy Component, and for all Remedy
Components combined.

!The footprint	  conversion factors in this table are based on informaEon from public
sources and references are included in the SEFA workbooks.

!The intermediate results in the CalculaEons Workbook are useful for understanding
nuances of the footprint.

!The metrics on this worksheet	  are calculated and compiled as suggested in the
Footprint	  Methodology.
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Notes

!This is a screen shot	  of the Summary Table in the Main Workbook, where the
results of the footprint	  analysis are presented.

!The metrics on this worksheet	  are presented as suggested in the Footprint	  
Methodology, for the core elements of Materials, Waste, Water, Energy, and Air
Emissions.	  
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Notes

!This is an example of a chart	  that	  is generated in the Main Workbook.

!This type of chart	  is useful for idenEfying which Remedy Components have the
largest	  footprints.
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Notes

!This is an example of a chart	  that	  the user can make with relaEve ease from the
intermediate results in the CalculaEons Workbook.

!This chart	  is not provided automaEcally by the SEFA workbooks.
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Notes

!The SEFA workbooks are designed to allow the user to assess alternaEve scenarios
or BMPs fairly easily.
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Notes

!This slide reserved for use if needed to demonstrate the applicaEon of footprint	  
conversion factors.
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